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Three New US Made Headlamps Round Out Princeton Tec Tactical Line 
Ultra-lightweight Byte Tactical, button free multimode Sync Tactical and versatile helmet 
mounted Vizz Tactical MPLS featuring programmable specialty colors and IR appeal to a 

wide variety of users 
 

Byte Tactical 
 
The Byte Tactical is a lightweight 
(2.25 oz) and compact 100 lumen 
headlamp that offers four modes: 
white high spot and low spot, as well 
as red high and low to avoid 
compromising night vision. The Byte 
Tactical is equipped with a digital 
battery lockout, sturdy arm bracket that allows the light to rotate and hold 
position, an easily accessible battery door enclosure and a large push button. 
Two AAA alkaline batteries will power the Byte Tactical for a max burn time 
of 58 hours and is available in black and tan colorways. 
MSRP $24.99 – Available Now 
 
 
Sync Tactical  
 
The Sync Tactical focuses on ease of 
use. Users run through five modes 
with a large twist dial located on the 
side of the headlamp easy to use with 
thick gloves or chilled fingers. The Sync is built on the Princeton Tec’s proven 
stable asymmetrical single arm bracket foundation. The Sync Tactical is 150 
lumens and offers a red mode as well as white low and high flood, high spot 
and dual beam modes. Three AAA alkaline batteries power the Sync Tactical 
for a max burn time of 144 hours and is available in Multicam and black.  
MSRP $29.99 – Available Spring 2018 
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Vizz Tactical MPLS 
 
The 420 lumen Vizz Tactical MPLS 
offers 4 specialty LED colors: red, 
blue, green and IR in addition to a 
powerful and dimmable white 
mode. Users can customize the 
order that the specialty colors turn 
on it based on their needs and 
preferences using the same large 
push button at the top of the headlamp that they use to cycle through 
modes. As with all headlamps in the MPLS series, the Vizz Tactical MPLS 
comes with an NVG adapter plate for helmets, as well as a bracket for MOLLE 
and standard nylon head strap. The Vizz Tactical MPLS is waterproof (IPX7) 
and runs at a max burn time of 125 hours on three AAA alkaline batteries. It 
is offered in Multicam and black colorways. 
MSRP $99.99 – Available Spring 2018 
 
 

 


